Safe Workplaces

Across
5. people who buy things from a store are called.........
11. All employees must wear this in many workplaces
14. anything to do with work
16. Workplace health and Safety
17. Rules for workers
19. Never lead cartons on the floor because people can .... on them
20. Work together to keep your workplace ....
21. Wear these when giving First Aid to someone for a cut

Down
1. When not using a Stanley knife always withdraw this
2. occupational health and safety
3. Employees must follow these procedures if there is a fire, accident or emergency
4. A First Aid kit should always be kept in a ...... place
6. Tell this person about danger at work
7. Don't lift goods over this limit
8. Different stores use different safety ........
9. When lifting always bend from this part of the body
10. anywhere you do your job
12. Steps you take to complete your work tasks
13. Use this to carry heavy loads
15. Always use this to stop tripping on an extension lead on the floor
18. Use this to alert customers to a wet floor